
ad 414: interactivity in graphic design     spring 2012: monday / wednesday 1:00 to 3:40    

instructor: oliver roeger   oroeger@uic.edu

Course
This course covers HTML and CSS, interactivity, screen design, web page layout, navigation, organization of content 
and it’s styling with code. A fundamental understanding of how to style Markup Language with CSS will be acquired 
through experiments with typography and compostion. This knowledge will then be applied to design and code a fully 
featured, multi-page website. Animations and interactivity that go beyond the possibilities of pure HTML with CSS can 
be realized with Java Scripts and jQuery.

3 weeks: CSS basics 
3 weeks: responsive page layout with CSS, navigation
7 weeks: planning, designing, coding and publishing a multi-page website (portfolio)

Attendance and Grading
Attendance is mandatory and will be taken at the beginning of class, tardiness will affect your grade. You are required to 
be in class for the entire time. If you are going to miss class let me know.
 
Please no eating, texting, browsing non related topics or video, and no music in class, only course work. You are required 
to have your assignments completed on time.

You will be graded on problem solving, set-up and organization inside programs, results, participation and motivation. 
A= Consistent growth in the above listed as well as excellent work.
      Excellent work consistently goes above and beyond what is required.
B= Above average growth in the above listed as well as above average work.
C= Average growth in the above listed as well as average work.
D= Dissatisfactory growth in the above listed and incomplete work.
F= Dissatisfactory growth in the above listed, incomplete work and poor attendance.

Supplies and Fees
Purchase a USB Flash Drive with at least 2 GB as soon as possible (or similar portable storage device like iPod, external 
Harddrive etc.). This drive will be used to regularly backup your files each day after class!

Purchase of a hosting plan (appr. $7/month) together with a domain name registration (appr. $15/year) is required two 
weeks before the end of the semester. 
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css books

required book:

CSS: The Missing Manual [Paperback] by David Sawyer McFarland
$ 20.99 (at amazon.com)

recommended books:

JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing Manual by David Sawyer McFarland
$ 23.99 (at amazon.com)

Bulletproof Web Design: Improving flexibility and protecting against worst-case scenarios with XHTML and CSS 
(2nd Edition) [Paperback] - Dan Cederholm

Handcrafted CSS: More Bulletproof Web Design - Dan Cederholm

Web Standards Solutions: The Markup and Style Handbook, Special Edition [Paperback] - Dan Cederholm

Transcending CSS: The Fine Art of Web Design [Paperback] - Andy Clarke

software

Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 (earlier versions can be used) 
https://webstore.illinois.edu/shop/category.aspx?zcid=131&shopby=1
$ 120.00 education version

online resources

CSS training, guides and tutorials:
http://www.w3schools.com/css
The online training library at lynda.com
http://www.uic.edu/depts/accc/training.html
(there’s a link in the center of the page that leads you to the UIC login form. Login with your UIC Net ID and password 
to access all tutorials)
http://westciv.com/wiki/CSS_Guide
http://westciv.com/courses/index.html 
http://net.tutsplus.com/category/tutorials/html-css-techniques/
http://css.maxdesign.com.au/

CSS tips, ticks and advice:
http://css-tricks.com
http://articles.sitepoint.com/category/css
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/tag/css/
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Overview

A designer faces many challenges when it comes to interaction design for the web: content organization, navigation, 
as well as designing for different screen sizes and devices are just a few. And then the seemingly most difficult aspect is 
mastering the latest HTML and CSS coding techniques. In a perfect world the coding tasks will be taken on by a trained 
programmer but in reality it becomes more and more one of the many skill requirements for a designer. Depending on 
your work environment you might do more or less coding but a fundamental knowledge about coding for the web has 
many advantages. Being able to communicate with programmers, being aware of certain possibilities and restrictions, 
and being able to create coded page templates are some of those advantages. The design and coding has to adapt properly 
to the medium used by the viewer (computer, laptop, mobile devises). A meaningful organization of Markup Language 
will provide the necessary basis for the CSS controlled layout on different mediums. Mastering CSS styles will provide 
you with a skill that can be used to create flexible and compatible web applications or to take advantage and modify 
existing structures such as templates, frameworks, pre-programmed modules and plugins etc. And most importantly 
knowledge and creative use of code can lead to original and unexpected design concepts.

We’ll explore the possibilities of CSS layout by making design variations of a simple page. Rather then translating a 
design idea into code you’ll be working directly with CSS and markup from the start. Basic CSS knowledge will be 
acquired through experimentation. 

Once familiar with the basic techniques you’ll apply this knowledge to more complex tasks. We’ll be designing and 
coding a few example pages of a full featured webpage with navigation. Typical page structures and layout grid systems 
will be observed and applied. 

During the 2nd half of the semester a multi-page website will be created. You’ll organize and structure the content, 
design navigation and sketch page layout with the help of wireframes. Then you’ll translate static screen designs into 
structured Markup Language and CSS layout. Possibilities of adding interactivity and functionality with additional 
coding languages such as Java Scripting and jQuery will also be explored.

All the assignments are creative coding and design challenges and both aspects will be discussed in critiques throughout 
the semester.

learning objectives

•  understand CSS coding and learn to use it creatively
•  learn how to structure and write Markup Language (HTML) and how to style it with the means of CSS
•  understand the separation of design and content
•  develop awareness of design challenges in regards to different screen sizes and devices (responsive layouts)
•  develop awareness of restrictions in regards to browser incompatibilities
•  understand typical web page architecture and to go beyond those structures to create original concepts
•  apply previous knowledge of online design and information architecture concepts to projects at an advanced level
•  understand the multiple tools & multiple technologies makeup of interactive design and explore the combination of  
 these technologies
•  demonstrate understanding of user-centered, contextually appropriate navigation structures
•  web hosting and site publishing
•  further develop critical thinking and articulation skills in informal class discussions and formal critiques
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1. CSS basics 

description 

A simple HTML document will be styled with CSS. In how many different ways can the same Markup Language be 
styled with CSS? Through experiments with typography and layout, knowledge of CSS will be acquired in a playful way. 
The various designs should reflect/illustrate/communicate the content. 

The goal behind this first project is to freely apply advanced CSS styling and layout techniques without focusing on the 
typical breakdown of information on websites. With this experimental approach unusual, original results can be achieved 
with CSS coding that normally might not be considered for a typical web page. The results can serve as inspiration for 
later tasks.

Through these hands-on exercises the CSS basics will be acquired that are needed to find visual and technical solutions 
for more complex tasks such as designing and coding full featured, multi column layouts and navigation. 

learning objectives

• Understanding CSS Terminology
• Understanding the relation between Markup Language and CSS styles
• How CSS can be used to control page layout and typography
• Learning how to use Dreamweaver to edit, manage and preview coded designs
• Getting familiar with advanced styling methods using CSS3
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2. Responsive page layout with CSS 

description 

This project will focus on current page layout techniques with CSS and markup. You’ll be designing and coding 
a complex HTML5 web page with a multi-level navigation. Typical multi-column, grid based page layouts will be 
observed and applied. During this project you’ll learn how to implement previously learned CSS techniques to structure 
and style more complex information and navigation. New possibilities (Media Queries) to create responsive page layouts 
that adjusts to desctop, tablet and mobile devices will be explained and applied.

In order to ensure optimal user experience creative solutions will be found on how to structure a given content into 
several page divisions or modules such as: navigation links/buttons, image areas and galleries, headlines, text paragraphs, 
widgets, copyright and contact information, lists, links etc. 

To enhance user experience we’ll be looking at additional coding techniques such as jQuery and Java Scritpting. 
You will get an idea of how to use existing, pre-programmed modules and how to modify them so they work with your 
design.

All layouts will be coded and published. They should visually and technically “work” on different screen sizes. 
We’ll be looking into responsive layouts and how page divisions and elements can scale and adjust for ideal viewing on 
mobile devices as well as big screens. 

learning objectives

• Using advanced CSS techniques to structure and style complex information/navigation
• Getting familiar with typical page divisions and elements as well as web standarts
• Enhancing user experience / creating interaction and user response (rollovers, pull-down navigatin menu)
• Learn to code responsive page layouts.
• Understanding new, design-related HTML5 posibilities/features
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3. Planning, designing, coding and publishing a multi-page website 

description 

This project will cover the process of creating a website from start to finish. This includes:
– researching your content
– organizing/structuring the content
– creating sketches and wireframes to define design and interaction + navigation
– creating static designs in Photoshop, Illustrator or InDesign as a base and reference for coding
– preparing image material
– writing the markup (HTML) and styling it with CSS
– adding Java Script/jQuery to enhance navigation/interactions
– sign up with a web host (individual URL and web space) as well as domain name registration
– publish the website using an FTP client

learning objectives

• Being able to create a flexible, adaptable, responsive, accessable, usable, well designed and feature rich web application  
   using modern web standards and latest CSS techniques. 
• Learn to take advantage of open source Java Script / jQuery plugins (implementation and customization).


